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Why are you a Buddhist?
The following statements are from
our Buddhist fellowship
My parents were Buddhists and I
never explored any other religion.
-Isamu TatsuguchiI am a Buddhist because the teachings of non-judgmental acceptance
and compassion resonates with my
core beliefs. Learning to constantly
improve
on
what
the
“meaningfulness" of life is makes me
hope that I can fulfill living such a life
when I finally transition. I am so
grateful everyday to have the friends
and family with whom I am in constant touch. Namu Amida Butsu!
-Rod MoriyamaBuddhism is "both...and..." it is the
System View of the world. It is self
responsibility. It is the dynamic interaction of wisdom and compassion.
-Glenn HamamuraI prefer to call myself a "cosmic
dancer"
rather
than
a
"Buddhist." Being a Buddhist may
imply I think it's better than other
religions, and that's not true for
me. What is true is Buddhism most
resonates with me. When asked
what he thought was the best religion, the Dalai Lama said, "The best
religion is the one that gets you closer to God. It is the one that makes
you a better person." In that spirit, I
prefer to say I'm a cosmic dancer.
-Stephen ChinenI’m not sure, I’m a true Buddhist!
-Barbara Tatsuguchi-

The teaching of the Buddha (the four
noble truth and the eightfold path) is
so basic and truthful that it helps me
move on the path to happiness. Even
though I am a bonbu (foolish being)
person .
-Roy HigaI am a Buddhist because I would like
to live my life like Buddha did and
make this place a good place to live.
-Neal TomitaI must admit I do not have a pat
answer to this question. In other
words, it is something I think about
often but with no specifics. I like the
idea that Buddhism allows me to
make my own interpretation of some
of the principals which I think are
essentials for a healthy and wholesome life. To be accepted by others,
to do deeds which help others, and
to preserve our environment for the
future with the knowledge that I can
make a difference.
-Yukio KitagawaI am a Shin Buddhist because
 By chance
 The great people in this temple
 On an intellectual side, although
“true entrusting” in the 18th vow is
our goal, that path is not an easy one
but it is a personal one. And ultimately, for me, I don’t care what
happens after I die, I care about now.
-Damon BenderI grew up as a Buddhist by attending
Sunday school at a very young age
and going to church for daily activities with my parents. The lesson I

have learned is to entrust oneself to
Amida Buddha.
-Barbara HigaI am Buddhist because I grew up
Buddhist and I am glad of that. Growing up I always felt Buddhism was the
right path to live, but could never
really explain why. I began to realize
that my parents and grandparents
lived a Buddhist life and passed that
down without saying this is
Buddhism. I want to be Buddhist
through my actions and how I live my
life. I am grateful that my husband,
who was raised Catholic, is open to
Buddhism and embraces the teachings. I hope that by example our
children will also follow this path.
-Charlene AcohidoMy parents were Buddhists. At a
young age I attended the Wahiawa
Hongwanji Sunday School .
On December 7, 1941 the war broke
out. We saw the planes flying overhead as we walked through the Fred
Wright Park. The following day we
were told Japan was at war with the
U.S. All Buddhists churches were
closed.
One of my friend’s brother was a
staunch Christian and became a
Minister. I attended the Wahiawa
Baptist church with them until
Wahiawa Hongwanji opened their
doors and I returned back to the
Hongwanji. I think that being a
Buddhist from a young age was the
Continued on page 6…”Why are you
a Buddhist”
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Report from the Bon Dance 2015
We had another great Bon Dance. Its
success was due to everyone working
together, but in particular, I'd like to
recognize Dale, Elaine, Yuki, Alfred
and Calvin. They were there every
day
for
over
two
straight
weeks, providing both leadership
and labor to get things done.
I do not want to diminish the work of
Charlene and John, Damon and Lana,
Arlene and Jerry, Rod and Cheryl,
Brian, Alan, Neal, James and Karen,
JoAnn and Carol, Marcus, Mr. Isobe,
Karen Pang, Barbara, Susan Quong,
Henry Kitagawa, Betty Miyamoto and
others who provided leadership on
multiple days. Thank you! Thank
you for addressing the three
leadership considerations -- safety,
customer satisfaction, and volunteer
satisfaction. I think we did well. I
certainly did not get involved in any
satisfaction
issues.
Our office staff also supported the
effort -- Caity and Bev. Thank you!

I am sure I am leaving out hard working volunteers and leaders -- probably Elaine will let me know and I'll
correct my list with her input.
I understand that we sold out of
most things Saturday night. We need
to see what time that happened, but
if we were able to make it to 8:30 pm
or so, I think we planned well.

The food booth, shave ice, mochi,
korean pancakes, tai yaki, andagi,
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games, general store, and silent auction all seemed to run well. We have
a typical startup learning process on
Friday night. We need to work to
reduce that learning curve through
more complete planning and dress
rehearsals of some kind.
Neal's Bon Dance towels were a
great hit again. I believe this may be
the best towel yet, although everyone has their own favorite. We started this 4 years ago, talking about
branding and creating a distinction
for the temple. With Neal's talent
and dedication, we are definitely on
the map.
There was a perfect storm of Damon
being ready to conduct the temple
tour, Rod coming up with the idea of
the tour and passing out his information sheets, and in particular,
Marcus announcing the tours. I told
Damon at the beginning that I
thought we would be lucky to get
one or two people. When I tagged
along on the 8:30 pm Saturday night
tour, I was one of 22 people. Only
two of us were Hongwanji members,
myself and Lois Toyama from
Jikoen. Almost every tour on Friday
and Saturday had more than 10
people, and like my tour, much
more. We may be reaching the tipping point with regards to getting our
message out to the community and
having them start to respond by
attending some of our activities, like
meditation.
Continued on the next page...

Continued from the previous page...

$30,000, about 10% more than last year. This is
before expenses, so we need to analyze yet how
much we actually made. But it was a great effort!
The Bon Dance is our largest fund raiser for the year,
and we need to do well to sustain our temple and
our programs.

The collaboration with Leilehua High School is
significant and critical to our long term sustainability. Thanks to John and Dale who worked with different groups to help. I got very favorable comments
about the baseball team members at the front gate
and how they helped people who needed some
assistance getting out of their cars when they were
dropped off. I also saw many young people working
hard to pick up trash, and apparently, to clean the
pots and pans, as well as work in the food
booth.
Although we had some food volume
concerns with the volunteer area downstairs, the
concept is sound. I overheard more than one high
school volunteer say 'I don't have any money' but
were able to eat at Yuki's volunteer garden, for free,
of course.

Thanks again...
In Gassho
Glenn Hamamura

With Charlene, Karen Pang, and Barbara all
supporting the dancing effort, it seemed that the
new mix of modern and classical bon dance songs
worked well for the dancers. I am especially grateful
that the Ewa Fukushima group is working with
us. They also provide a lot of energy. The Young
Okinawans also gave us good support at our dance
practice session and on Saturday night.
My initial observation is that we have enough people
to work during the bon dance, and we need
effective, documented work plans for the booths and
activities to ensure consistent quality, volunteer
satisfaction [something meaningful to do], and
effectiveness. We have good leaders, but we do not
yet have leadership sustainability strategies in
place.

Obon Speaker : Keith Haugen and Glenn

Regarding volunteer satisfaction, I understand that
some of the volunteer leaders were really into
satisfaction Saturday night and stayed until around
3:00 am. If they can commit to this again next year,
perhaps we don't have to pay for security on
Saturday night next year.
We've committed to getting something out regarding Bon Dance financials. For this year, we had
revenues from the food and other booths exceeding

Keith with Wally Abe and Takako Sensei
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Buddhist Thoughts
Ring around the Rosie
It’s Wednesday morning and I’m
watching Wyatt’s under three year
old class as they sing “Ring Around
the Rosie”. Cheryl is sitting with him
along with his classmates and other
mothers and grandmothers. There
are only about 8 children. This class
develops social and motor skills, and
the
children all appear to enjoy it.
They always do the same types of
activities to get the children comfortable with the setting. The instructors
are watching how the children transition from one activity to another. It’s
an hour class and they have many
different activities.
“Ring Around the Rosie” starts the
formal session. They sing it several
times while they dance in a circle to
the tune. I notice that the familiar
song is somewhat different in this
class.
“Ring around the rosie,
Pocket full of posies,
Asher, Asher, we all sit
down.”
When we were growing up, we use
to sing it with, “Ashes Ashes, we all
fall down.” My hearing must be
going or they changed the song to
accommodate one of the children
named Asher.
In actuality, they were singing it
“Ashes, Ashes”…it was my hearing!
Anyway I thought about the song
itself and looked it up on my handy
dandy iPhone. Sure enough, it was
“Ashes, ashes, we all fall down.” It
was what I learned in the process
that intrigued me. What was the
basis for the song? Who invented it?
No one is really certain but some say

it refers to a time in England during
the Black Death in the 14th century.
The song first came out in the 1881
edition of Mother Goose by Kate
Greenaway.
The “Ring around the rosie” refers to
the rash on the bodies of people
infected with the Bubonic Plague.
The “Pocket full of posies” refers to
the cache of flowers people carried
to ward of the horrible smell of death
and decay all around. “Ashes, ashes
we all fall down” is about burning
clothes, buildings and cremations.
The Black Death arrived in Europe in
October 1347 when 12 Genoese trading ships from the Far East docked in
Messina, Sicily. Most on board were
dead or dying. By the time people
figured out what happened, it was
too late. The pestilence was spread
by ticks on rats in the cargo. Though
there are varied numbers depending
on where it is researched, in the next
5 years, more than 75 Million people
were killed. This was about two
thirds the population of Europe.
The History channel had a number of
video clips brutaliy describing the
period. Entire villages were wiped
out. People who survived couldn’t
find places fast enough to bury the
dead or burn them. Mass graves
were everywhere and a whole new
specialty developed of people who
were paid to get rid of bodies. It
reminded me of watching the Frontline special on the Ebola virus.
How horrible it must have been for
all these people! I tried to think of a
“Buddhist way” to think about this
catastrophe. How does one consider
the interdependence, interconnectivity, and the oneness of both dealing
with this disaster and being compas4

sionate at the same time?
The plague is thought to have originated from the Mongol territories in
East Asia. The poverty and decay in
Europe made a perfect nesting
ground for this disease to spread like
wildfire. Without an infrastructure to
care for the people, nature took its
natural course. We have the same
thing with the Ebola virus. These are:
a huge gap between the rich and
poor; little infrastructure for basic
things like clean water and hygiene
and medicine; illiteracy and poverty.
It is easy for those aren’t faced with
this day to day to turn the other way.
In modern times, with airplanes, and
a tremendous transportation infrastructure,
and
unconscionable
pockets of poverty, such a pandemic
is a frighteningly real possibility.
The story is not all bad though.
Because of this disaster, society
changed dramatically in Europe in
the 14th thru the 17th centuries. New
ways of thinking and creativity
blossomed in this Renaissance
period. Productivity for the survival
of the remaining people had to
dramatically increase. New Worlds
were explored and discovered.
History provides many examples of
such turnarounds. Buddhism teaches
us to keep this perspective in our
lives. So the next time you hear,
“Ring around the rosie…” think of all
that has happened. So much positive
was generated -after so much
negative, we still unknowingly think
of this as a children’s game.
Namo Amida Butsu.
In gassho,
Rod Moriyama

Lois Toyama was one of the panelist at the BWA 2015 convention in
Calgary, Canada. This is her speech at the convention. She shared her
speech with the WHM on 7/5/2015.
On New Year’s Eve, our family often
gathers at my sister’s home in Palolo
Valley in Honolulu to welcome in the
New Year together. All evening, the
sound of fireworks echoes off the
steep valley walls as families throughout the valley celebrate. As midnight
draws closer, the pop-pop-pop of the
red strands of 10,000 firecrackers
add to the noise of celebration, and
bursts of fireworks light up the night
sky. We all hug and wish each other
a Happy New Year.
At the stroke of midnight, the bell
from the nearby temple begins to
chime. The steady, resonant sound
of the temple bell is not as loud as
the fireworks, but it is stronger and
deeper. As it tolls 108 times, I feel
calmed and centered. The sound of
the bell pulls me into a deeper appreciation of the moment. The fireworks
continue to pop, people continue to
shout, “Happy New Year!” but I am
stilled.
Buddhism, to me, is like the heartbeat of that temple bell. Beneath the
sounds of my busy life, beneath the
worry about whether a BWA event I
am planning will work out, beneath
the constant chatter of my mind,
Buddhism is that deep, quiet place
where I can feel centered and calm.
Sometimes I focus so much on the
noise of my daily life and on my own
thoughts and fears that I forget to
listen to that deep, strong heartbeat.
When I remember to stop and listen,
it is always there. For me, that is
what it means to be Embraced by the
Oneness of Life. The late Rev. Dr.
Taitetsu Unno, said, “In my own life, I
often forget about true and real life
deep within me. But whenever I do
and get lonely, unhappy, frustrated,
or angry, something deep within calls
me to awaken to true and real life.”

At other times… when I am walking
by the beach, when people volunteer
to help plan an activity without being
asked, when I play with my grandchildren… it is easy to feel that sense of
interconnectedness and to spontaneously say, “Namo Amida Butsu.”
The Jodoshinshu Book, published by
the Nembutsu Press in Los Angeles,
states that there is no special
practice, such as sitting meditation, in
Jodo Shinshu. We do not have to go
to a separate place to practice or set
aside a special time to practice. Our
practice is in everything that we do.
It is in the way we greet our families
and friends, the way that we
approach our work, the way we
participate in our communities. Our
practice is our lives.
Unlike many of you, I was not born to
Buddhism. I was born in Massachusetts to an Irish-Catholic mother and
a Swedish Baptist father. Because of
the difference in their religions, they
did not attend church. We lived
down the street from the Episcopal
priest and his family, and he invited
us children to come to his church. I
was very active: I sang in the choir,
attended Sunday School, went to
services every Sunday, and was
confirmed when I was thirteen. As
the oldest of ten children, I found the
church to be a place of quiet and
refuge from our noisy, crowded
apartment. When I went to college,
though, I turned away from religion.
My path to Buddhism was a long one.
When my husband and I lived in Hilo,
Hawaii, I walked by the Hilo Betsuin
every day. There was a sign outside
that said, “Live gratefully and fully
this unrepeatable day.” I love that
saying; every day when I walked past,
I repeated it until I committed it to
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memory.

When my husband, Pieper Toyama,
was selected to be the founding head
of the Pacific Buddhist Academy in
2003, we attended services at many
Hongwanji
temples
throughout
Hawaii. He gave talks about the
school, and we enjoyed listening to
the Dharma and meeting people of
various Sanghas. Over ten years ago
now, we joined Jikoen Temple in
Honolulu.
An American writer,
Marilyn Vos Savant, said, “To acquire
knowledge one must study, but to
acquire wisdom one must observe.” I
am inspired as I observe the willingness of our Sangha members to give
of their time and themselves so
generously.
As I try to live the Buddhist teachings
in my daily life, I think that the
concept of non-duality is the most
powerful to me. The first time I
learned of this was in a dharma talk
that Rev. Toshiyuki Umitani, Executive Assistant to the Bishop of Hawaii
Kyodan, gave at Jikoen Temple. He
said that dualistic thinking is, for
example, happy is good, sad is bad;
healthy is good, sick is bad. I think
like that all the time. I think, “it’s
better to be thin; I should lose
weight.” “It’s better to be relaxed; I
shouldn’t be so busy.” “I should be
healthy; why am I sick now?” It was
almost shocking to me to realize that
there could be another way to look at
the world.
In non-dualistic thinking, there is no
judgment about the situation. Everything is a part of life. I am really
trying to put this into practice in my
daily life. It is not easy, but it is
helpful. When I feel frustrated because something is not going the way
I think it should, I stop and think,
“This is neither good nor bad... it is
just life.”
Continued on the next page..

Continued from the previous page…
Lois Toyama.
Shifting the way I look at a situation
lets me stop and hear the temple bell,
to feel calm and connected, and to
proceed in a more positive way.
When I say “Namo Amida Butsu,” it
reminds me to let go of the struggle,
to embrace all that it means to be
human, and to feel a deep gratitude.
In gassho,
Lois Toyama

Continued from page 1.. “Why are you a Buddhist”
reason I returned to the Buddhist church. I believe in the Buddhist religion
and its teachings.
-Ethel NakagawaMy parents were Buddhists. At a young age, I attended the Waialua
Hongwanji. I enjoyed many of the samurai sermons, especially about Miyamoto Musashi. Of course, there was always a moral to these sermons.
On December 7, 1941 World War II broke out and Rev. Kashiwa was sent to
jail. I always wondered why they had to send him to a concentration camp
on the mainland. Rev. Kashiwa always lectured us that we were American
citizens and we must make America proud of us. He said he was an alien and
could never become an American citizen because they had a special law forbidding Japanese aliens to
become naturalized U.S. citizens. All Buddhist
temples were closed during the war.
My mother was a very open and liberal person. She told me to attend the
Waialua Pilgrim Church located near my home. She said that they would
teach me many good things and to listen well to the reverend’s sermons.
From that day on till my early 20’s, I was a border-line Christian.
Finally the Buddhist temples were allowed to open and I joined the YBA club.
I was still walking the thin line between being a Buddhist or Christian. It was
because I was brought up by a mother who taught me that it doesn’t matter
what religious path I chose. The most important thing in life is to develop
your kimochi, to have love and compassion, and to be able to listen with an
open mind. Never say I am the boss and don’t tell me what to do.
I’m still a bonbu probing to find the path to enlightenment.
Namu Amida Butsu
-Rusty Nakagawa-

The theme “Why are you a Buddhist” continues with Lois Toyama’s
article on page 5.
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Shinran Shonin Statue
By Carolyn Uchiyama
August 6th will be the
70th Anniversary of the atomic
bombing of Hiroshima in Japan.
There will be many events in
Japan and Hawaii commemorating this event. I became interested in it when I read the
November 2014 issue of the
"Wheel of Dharma," the official
publication of the
Buddhist
Churches of America. Standing
on the left hand side of the New
York
Buddhist Church in
Manhattan is the statue of
Shinran Shonin that had come
from Hiroshima. I'd like to share
portions of the story with you.
The
Shinran
Shonin
statue stood on the Hijirigaoka
Hill, which overlooks Hiroshima
city. An Osaka metal founder,
the late Seiichi Hirose, who was a
devout Jodo Shinshu follower,
purchased a parcel of land on the
hill and donated the statue that
he had cast in his factory. The
statue was hauled by train from
Osaka to Hiroshima, then loaded
on an oxcart, transported to
Hiroshima Betsuin and finally,
transported up the hill.
During World War II,
many metal products were
confiscated by the military for the production of
ammunition. However, the statue was exempted
and not taken due to the protests and resistance by
the citizens.
On August 6, 1945, a single atom bomb devastated the entire city of Hiroshima and fourteen
thousand lives were lost. Instantly, the bamboo forest and mountains surrounding the statue went up
in flames. The statue of Shinran Shonin standing on
the hill 2.5 km away from the epicenter was also

exposed to the radiation.
Five years later, at
Seiichi Hirose's request, the
statue was donated to the
American Buddhist Study
Academy in New York. Mr.
Hirose wrote to the late Rev.
Hozen Seki, resident minister
of the New York Buddhist
Church, who was also from
Hiroshima: "Shinran Shonin
aspired for a truly peaceful
society that was free of war.
I would like to send this
statute of Shinran Shonin to
New York where the United
Nations Headquarters is
located. Through the statute, I would like to make the
appeal
of
NO
MORE
HIROSHIMAS to the world."
Having the opportunity to be in New York this past
May, I made it a point to visit
the statue of Shinran Shonin.
Walking up Riverside Drive in
Manhattan, I almost missed
the statue because it was
above my head. I stood in
awe staring at its immense
size compared to our statues
of Shinran.
Curiously, I
noticed that the only effects of the atomic blast that
I could detect were the red patches on the front
hem of Shinran's robes.
It is interesting to note the causes and conditions that brought Shinran Shonin's statue half-way
around the world. The message of PEACE should
ring out loud and clear on this, the 70th Anniversary
of the Atomic Bombing of Hiroshima and Nagasaki.
In gassho,
Carolyn
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mances of Peace On Your Wings to be held on Thursday
through Sunday, August 6, 7, 8 and 9, 2015, 7:00 pm on
Thur., Fri. and Sat. and 2:00 pm on Sat. and Sun. at the
Hawaii Theatre.

Headquarters Update
DONATION FROM JODO SHINSHU HONGWANJI-HA
Honpa Hongwanji Mission of Hawaii recently received a funding
assistance of fifty million Japanese Yen (JPY 50,000,000) from
the Jodo Shinshu Hongwanji-ha for the undertaking of the
Pacific Buddhist Academy’s new school building.

This encore show will have newly designed sets, choreography, and lighting and commemorates the 70th anniversary of the atomic bombings of Hiroshima and
Nagasaki. Sadako Sasaki’s brother, Masahiro and his son,
Yuji Sasaki, a well-known singer in Japan, will be here in
Hawaii, as a guest of the Honpa Hongwanji Mission of
Hawaii. Plans are for them to attend the Saturday 2:00
pm. and 7:00 pm and Sunday 2:00 pm shows.

Jodo Shinshu Hongwanji-ha recently launched the Comprehensive Advancement Project which will be executed for 10
accounting years from June 1, 2015 through March 31, 2025 to
enrich and promote our organization on the occasions of the
Commemoration Services of Transmission of Jodo Shinshu
tradition in 2016-2017, the 850th Anniversary of the birth of
Shinran Shonin, and the 800th Anniversary of the establishment
of Jodo Shinshu in 2023.

Ticket prices are: $35. $25. and $15 (students). Hawaii
Theatre then adds on an additional Theatre Restoration
Fee of $3 per ticket, so each ticket then becomes $38, $28
and $18 (student and children).

One major focus of the Advancement Project is “contributing to
the general welfare of society based on the spirit of Buddhism”
and, as part of this effort in the Overseas Districts or internationally, this funding assistance of JPY 50,000,000 to PBA for the
year 2015 was disbursed recently.

We recommend that ticket purchasers call by phone or
visit Hawaii Theatre to order and purchase their tickets. Hawaii Theatre Box Office is open Tuesdays through
Saturdays from 9:00 a.m. to 5:00 p.m. Their phone number is (808) 528-0506 and their address is 1130 Bethel
Street, Honolulu, HI 96817. Tickets purchased by phone
or in person at the box office will incur only the Theatre
Restoration fee of $3. Tickets can be held at Will Call or
mailed to customers at no extra cost.

Honpa Hongwanji Mission of Hawaii and Pacific Buddhist
Academy are truly grateful for the strong support from the Jodo
Shinshu Hongwanji-ha.

6th ANNUAL PEACE WALK
Join us in remembering the 70th anniversary of the atomic bombing of Nagasaki, Japan and the 10th anniversary of
the 1600-mile pilgrimage of three Buddhist monks to save
humanity from the cycle of nuclear destruction by returning the atomic flame to Trinity, New Mexico. Walk from
the Hongwanji Buddhist Temple to the Nagasaki Peace
Bell Memorial at Honolulu Hale (1 mile) to express our
gratitude for a year without nuclear aggression and hope
for continued nuclear peace.
Sunday, August 9th at 5pm @ Hongwanji Buddhist
Temple, 1727 Pali Highway, Honolulu, HI

Tickets may also be ordered online at
www.hawaiitheatre.com . Online tickets do incur additional charges of a $4.50 per ticket “Convenience Fee” as
well as a $4.50 per order fee, in addition to the $3
Theatre Restoration Fee.
We look forward to seeing many temple members at our
exciting encore performances!

Gail Taira (Ohana Arts Board Member and Volunteer)
SCHEDULE
3 PM – Movie showing of “GATE”
5 PM – Welcoming Remarks
5:30 PM – Walk Begins
6:30 PM – Aspiration and Ringing of the Peace Bell

WHITE WAY RADIO BROADCAST
Please tune in to Radio KZOO (1210AM dial) for Moiliili
Hongwanji’s White Way Radio Broadcast each Saturday
from 7:45-8:00 a.m. Here is the upcoming schedule.

PEACE ON YOUR WINGS
The Honolulu Encore Performance

Aug 1
Aug 8
Aug 15
Aug 22
Aug 29

Dear Bishop Eric Matsumoto, State President Pieper
Toyama and the HHMH Sangha & Friends,

Ohana Arts warmly invites the members of the Honpa
Hongwanji Mission of Hawaii to attend the Encore Perfor8

Mr. Kerry Kiyohara
Rev Tatsuo Muneto
Rev Jan Youth
Mr. Alan Goto
Rev Bert Sumikawa
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Joanne Parker
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Betsy Maesaka
Tsugio Miyahara
Donald Sagara
Lillian Shimoda
Kara Takenaka
Toyoko Tanda
Stanley Uesugi
Doris Yonemura
Momoyo Yoshimoto

Emiko Rodby
Elaine Sato
Iwao Sato
Kathleen Sato
Rachel Sato
Sadao Sawai
Mildred Segawa
James Shimokusu
Jane Shintaku
Robert Soma
Louise Stevens
Ruth Sugai
Takedaiko
Shigemasa Tamanaha
Hatsue Tanaka
Phyllis Tanaka
Hirotaka Tsujihara
Masato Tsujimura
Sumiko Yaji
Gary Yamaguchi
Dorothy Yanagida
Ethel Yanagida
Roseline Yano
Ethel Yoshida

Carl Maki
Ruth Maki
Mildred Makino
Claire Masaki
Florence Matsuda
Katherine Matsuda
Donald Matsumoto
Jane Matsumoto—IMO
Mr. Mitsuo Nakamura
Yoshimi Matsunaga
Doris Matsuoka
Jane Matsusaka
Jean Matsushige
Carl Matsuura
McKinley's
Hiroji Mende
Hajime Miyahara
Tsugio Miyahara
Yoshiko Miyahara
Betsy Miyamoto
Betty Miyamoto
Sarah Miyasaki
Florence T. Miyasato
Kiyoko Miyashiro
Alvin Miyatake
John Mizuno
Yayoi Mondo
Elaine Moriyama
Rodney Moriyama
Harry Murakami
Noriko Murakoshi
Stanley Murakoshi
Allen Murayama
Eugene Murayama
Helen Muroda
Yoshio Nakagawa
Hiroko Irene Nakahara
Sandra Nakahira—IMO

Okuno
Marilyn A. Onishi
Craig & Claire Ono
Marcus Oshiro
Haruko Otsubo
Michael Parker
Ruby Quijano
Emiko Rodby
Edna Saifuku
Ellen Sakaguchi
Dean & Doreen Sakamoto
Russell Sakamoto
James Sakane
Edward Sakima
Judith Sasamura
Calvin Sato
Elaine Sato
Iwao Sato
Mitsuko Sato
Rachel Sato
Sadao Sawai
Satoru Sawai
Sumako Sawai
Jane Segawa
Mildred Segawa
R.K. or C. Shimabukuro
Diane Shimizu
James Shimokusu
Ronald Shinno—IMO
Kenneth Ishikawa
Jane Shintaku
Steven Shintaku
Robert Soma
Louise Stevens
Barbara Sur
Howard Takaki
Emiko Tamayose
June Tanabe
Kei, Yasuo, Suzuto &
Darrin Tanaka
Yoshio Nakahira
Hatsue Tanaka
Edwin Nakamura
Phyllis Tanaka
George Nakamura
Sumiyo Nancy Tanaka
Shigeko Nakamura
Toyoko Tanda
James Nakasone
Isamu Tatsuguchi
Richard Nakasone
Stanley Teramoto
Eleanor Nishi
Grace Tokihiro
Jean Nishikawa
Amy Townsend—IMO Francis
Masako Nishimura
& Kay Nakayama
Yoshitsugu Nishimura
Pieper & Lois Toyama
Lawrence Nishioka
George Tsugawa
Sachiko Nitta
Matsuye (Barbara) Tsujimoto
Joleen Nomura
Masato Tsujimura
Ogata
Uchiyama
Every effortJerry
has been
made to accurately presentCarolyn
these records.
Please call
Carl Ohashi
the office 622-4320
to report any errors. If you do not want your name to be
published,
please
mark your
donation. “Do Not Publish.” Thank you very
Masao
& Nancy
Ohata
Continued on the next

Obon Donations
Amy Abe
Andy Abe
Wallace Abe
Jon Acohido
Kiyoshi (Richard) Adaniya
Wesley Aihara
Helen Akagi
Zakry Akagi-Bustin
Hidetsugu Amano—IMO
Mildred Sakae Amano
Alvin Arakaki
Masanobu Arakaki
Terry Jean Arakaki
Akio Araki
Patricia & Darryl Arizo
Jane Carlson
Harry Endo
Roy Enomoto
Teri Eto
Katherine Fujikawa
Richard (Joyce) Fujimoto
Roy Fujimoto
Eloise Fujioka
Norman Fujioka
Todd Fukushima
Nora Fukuyama
Chizuko Furukawa
Warren & Nora Hahn
Grace Hall
George Hamamura
Glenn Hamamura
Mitsue Hanabusa
Barrymore Hanakahi
James Harada
Walter Gunki Harada Irrev Trust

Ruriko Hayashi
Selina Higa
James Hirai
Wallace Hirai
Roy Hirata
Hanako Hiroe
Midori Hiromoto
Howard Hisamoto
Josephine Hisamoto
Mieko Hisamoto
Linda Huddy
Toshiko S. (Patsy) Ibara
Charles Ichiyama
Robert Ichiyama
Evelyn Ikeda
Jeanne Ishikawa IMO
Yamashita and Ishikawa Families
Taeko Ishikawa,

c/o: Jeanne Ishikawa

Yoshio Isobe
Hiram Itamoto
Randy & Karen Itamoto
Warren Itamura
Ito Family—IMO Shizuka Ito,
Robert Ito, Rishiko Ito, Koji Ito
Ito Family—IMO Riichiro Ito,
Shigeyo Ito, Bertram Ito

Terry Iwanaga
Sandra Iwasa
Walter Jinbo—From
Uesugi/Jinbo Family
Kiyoko Johnson
Marrion Johnston
Tomoe Kajiwara
Alan Kakazu
Judith Kakazu
Yoshiaki Kakazu
Judy Kaminishi—IMO
Matsuo, Alice,
Michael Kaminishi

Helen Kanbara
Amy Kanemaru
Thomas (Rita) Kashiwabara—
IMO Akira & Lillian Doi

Teri Kauina
Ray Kawaguchi—IMO Kima

Yamashita/ Florence &
Hajime Tamaribuchi
Barbara Kawakami
Junichi Kawamoto
Richard Kawamoto
T. Kawamoto
Edwin Kawane
Irwin & Evelyn Kawano
June Kawashima
Reggie Kimoto
Brian Kimura
Margaret Kimura
Yukio Kitagawa
Yukio Kiyabu
Sachiko Kiyan
Sachiko Komata
Sam Komori
Edna Kondo
Louise Kong
Riki Kubo
Kenneth Kumasaka
Sumiyo Kuwahara
Earl & Shirley Lee
Meryle Lee
Rosamond Leong
Mitsue Machida

much.
Rev. Jay & Tomoko Okamoto

Margaret Okimoto
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page….

Obon Donations
Continued from the previous
page….
Amy Uesugi
Charles Umholtz, Jr.
Anonymous—IMO
Kay Nakamura

James Uyeda Family
Earl Wakamura
Ernest & Ruth Wakimura
Charijean Watanabe
Jean Watanabe—IMO Kana
Kakazu Family
Sadao Watanabe
Wilfred Watanabe
Sumiko Yaji

Acknowledgements

Gary Yamaguchi
Ethel Yamamoto
Kenneth Yamane
Jeffery Yamasaki
Ethel Yanagida
Roseline Yano
Lucy & Kiyo Yokoo
Gene Yoneda
Earl Yoshida
Ethel Yoshida
Bryan Yoshimoto
Miyoko Hamaguchi—IMO
Hideto & Joyce Imai

Social Concerns / Aloha for Nepal
Jon Acohido
Roy Higa
Kahuku Hongwanji
Mission
Yukio Kitagawa
Sylvia Koike
Florence Matsuda
Doris Matsuoka

Jean Noguchi
Mildred Segawa
Tony Suyetsugu
Isamu Tatsuguchi
Carolyn Uchiyama
Ethel Yamamoto
Ethel Yanagida

Temple Donations
Mildred Akimoto—IMO Kenneth Akimoto
Doreen (Eto) Asari
Jan Fukada
Mitsue Hanabusa
Faith Hishinuma
Miyoko Kamida—IMO Chiyozo & Matsu Daima
Ray Kanemaru
Dennis Kawamoto
Patrick Kaya—Kaya Family Memorials
Arlene Kihara
Reiko Kikugawa
Ellen Knight—IMO Wakako Tsutomi
Knitting Class—Thank You! From the Knitting Ladies
Harold Komori—IMO Shigeru & Nancy Komori
Konko Mission of Wahiawa
Barbara Kuba
Florence Matsuda—IMO Mrs. Kay Nakamura
Mililani Hongwanji
Karen Miyakawa—IMO Grandparents:
Toyofuku(s) & Children (5)
Karen Miyakawa—IMO daughter's mother-in-law:
Charlotte Wong
Karen Miyakawa—IMO Mitsuo & Esther T. Toyofuku
Karen Miyakawa—IMO Grandparents:
Jinichiro & Tsutayo Kuboyama
Karen Miyakawa—IMO 3 Uncles
Karen Miyakawa—IMO Grandparents:
Asajiro & Hisayo Toyofuku
Karen Miyakawa—IMO Mother-in-law:
Marjorie Okino Miyakawa
Karen Miyakawa—IMO: Mr. & Mrs. Okino;

Okino Siblings - (10)
Noriko Murakoshi
Lee Nakamura
Rodney Nakamura—IMO Kay K. Nakamura
Steven Nakasone
Edwin Nihei
Evelyn Oishi
Myron (Joy) Okimoto
Melvin Oshiro—IMO Jensho, Sadano & Roy Oshiro
Emiko Sawai
Mildred Segawa—IMO Francis Shigeoka
Leatrice Sekiya
Dorothy Shigeoka
Nancy Shigeoka—IMO Ginko & Nahe Miyahira
Nancy Shigeoka—IMO Minoru & Shizu Maeda
Todd Takahashi
Emeline Tamashiro—IMO Kaoru & Shizuko Sunahara
Alice Tasaki—IMO Hideki & Kiyoko Takata;
Shizuyo Takata
George Terao
Paula Tolentino
Peggy Tsukida—IMO Hechiro Tsukida, Father's Day
Peggy Tsukida—IMO Yukie Tsukida, Mother's Day
Anonymous—IMO Sam Saburo Tomai
Anonymous—IMO Thelma Kimiyo Tomai
Misayo Watanuki
Eiko Yamane
E. Yamashiro & Family
Reiko Yoshimura—IMO Tomio Yoshimura
Toshiko S. (Patsy) Ibara
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12

7:45p Meditation - BWA

24
9a Aloha VisitationOther
7:45p Meditation - BWA

31
7:45p Meditation - BWA

23

9a Sun Svc
10a Budd Ed - Budd 101 - BWA
10a Sangha Strummers
1p Takedaiko - SH
2:30p Dancersize

30

9a Sun Svc
10a Sangha Strummers
1p Takedaiko - SH
2:30p Dancersize

7:45p Meditation - BWA

9a Sun Svc
10a BWA Mtg - BWA
10a Buddhism 101 - BWA
1p Takedaiko - SH
2:30p Dancersize

17

10

9

8:30a Obon Japanese Svc Guest Speaker: Rev.
Thomas Okano
10a Budd Ed - Mindful Prac; Children (BWA )
10a Obon Service, English service, Rev Okano
1p Takedaiko - SH
2:30p Dancersize

9:30a Caligraphy Class
7:45p Meditation - BWA

16

3

8:50a Children Conduct Svc
9a Food Drop-Off for Food Pantry
9a Sun Svc
10a Midful Practice (Children)
10a Sangha Strummers
1p Takedaiko - SH
2:30p Dancersize

Mon

2 International Friendship Day

Sun

25

18

11

4

Tue

6

Thu

20

27

8a Columb Clean 6p Aikido - SH
7p Kendo - SH

26

8a Columb Clean 7:30a Hosha Kai
7p Kendo - SH
11a Hospital Visit
(Proj Dana)
6p Aikido - SH

19

13 International Left-

1p Mahjong - BWA

28

8:30a Quilting - BWA
8:30a Quilt Club (BWA Room)
9a Aloha Visitation-Wahiawa
1p Mahjong - BWA
7p Mililani Hongwanji Obon

21

14

8:30a Quilting - BWA
1p Mahjong - BWA

7

Fri

8a Columb Clean Handers Day
1p Mahjong - BWA
6p Aikido - SH
7p Kendo - SH
7p Club Asoka - BWA

12

8a Columb Clean 7:30a Hosha Kai
7p Kendo - SH
6p Aikido - SH
7:30p Dancersize

5

Wed

August 2015

29

6:30p SH - Hatsubon
7p Mililani Hongwanji Obon

22

7a SH-Clean
7:30a Altar Awareness

15

8

6p Waialua Hong.Hatsubon
7p Waialua Hongwanji Obon

1

Sat

